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ABSTRACT
Deep learning (DL) is one of the most prominent branches of ma-
chine learning. Due to the immense computational cost of DL work-
loads, industry and academia have developed DL libraries with
highly-specialized kernels for each workload/architecture, leading
to numerous, complex code-bases that strive for performance, yet
they are hard to maintain and do not generalize. In this work, we
introduce the batch-reduce GEMM kernel and show how the most
popular DL algorithms can be formulated with this kernel as the
basic building-block. Consequently, the DL library-development
degenerates to mere (potentially automatic) tuning of loops around
this sole optimized kernel. By exploiting our new kernel we imple-
ment Recurrent Neural Networks, Convolution Neural Networks
and Multilayer Perceptron training and inference primitives in
just 3K lines of high-level code. Our primitives outperform vendor-
optimized libraries onmulti-node CPU clusters, and we also provide
proof-of-concept CNN kernels targeting GPUs. Finally, we demon-
strate that the batch-reduce GEMM kernel within a tensor compiler
yields high-performance CNN primitives, further amplifying the
viability of our approach.

1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATEDWORK
In the past decade, machine learning has experienced an academic
and industrial renaissance where deep learning (DL) has been the
main driving force. More specifically, deep neural networks have
advanced the fields of computer vision, speech recognition, machine
translation and search ranking, and naturally emerge in numerous
applications and scientific domains [1–6].

Three types of neural networks (NN) comprise the most promi-
nent DL workloads by representing 95% of the data-centers’s de-
mands [7]: i) Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [8] with the so-
called Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [9] networks being the
most popular variation, ii) Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) [1],
and iii) Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP) [10, 11]. Additionally, the
contemporary Transformer [12] and BERT [13] workloads compu-
tationally involve fully-connected layers which also lie in the heart
of MLP. Due to the increase of the involved datasets’ size and com-
plexity in deep neural networks (DNN), they require vast amount of
computation. Therefore, academia and industry have invested into
the development of DL libraries targeting all the aforementioned
workloads on various architectures.

The development of such DL libraries typically embraces one of
the following strategies: (i) the specific workload kernel leverages
coarse-grained, linear algebra library calls, e.g. LSTM cell via large
GEneral Matrix Multiply (GEMM) calls in mkl-dnn [14], convolu-
tions via image-to-column tensor transformations and subsequent
large GEMM calls [15, 16], or (ii) for each workload and use-case
(training/inference) the kernel employs a specialized implementa-
tion that targets the specific algorithm/workload and architecture
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Figure 1: Performance of ResNet-50 forward convolutions

at hand, e.g. convolution kernels in mkl-dnn and cuDNN [17]. The
former approach of deploying coarse-grained, linear algebra library
calls provides ease in the DL library development process since
no special kernel development is involved. However it may result
in suboptimal data reuse (e.g. redundant data movements to for-
mat underlying tensor/matrices in the required layout that enables
GEMM calls), and also it is not flexible enough to allow efficient,
fine-grained fusion of other operators. The latter approach of im-
plementing specialized kernels for each DL workload/use-case and
platform/architecture strives for performance but naturally results
in numerous, complex code-bases that are hard to maintain and do
not generalize. For example, the code-base only for convolutions on
CPUs within mkl-dnn consists of ∼36,000 lines of code. Figure 1
shows the performance of various convolution kernel implementa-
tions on a Xeon Skylake-SP 8180 processor. The yellow and green
lines represent implementations adopting strategy (i). More specifi-
cally, the green line shows the performance of convolutions that
leverage small GEMM library calls, whereas the yellow line illus-
trates the performance of an implementation which uses image
to column transformations and batched GEMM [18] library calls.
Both approaches perform far from the machine’s peak with average
efficiencies of 61% and 49% respectively. On the other hand, the
orange line exhibits the performance of the vendor-optimized mkl-
dnn library that follows strategy (ii) with ad hoc, specialized direct
convolution kernels and achieves average efficiency of 81%, being
1.33× and 1.64× faster than the aforementioned generic implemen-
tations. However, this performance comes at the cost of complex,
specialized kernels that do not generalize to different workloads
(e.g. RNN/LSTM/MLP) or different architectures (e.g. GPUs).

In this work, we introduce a new kernel called batch-reduce
GEMM and show how the most popular DL workloads and algo-
rithms (RNN/LSTM, CNN and MLP) can be formulated with this
new kernel as basic building block. The batch-reduce GEMM kernel
essentially multiplies a sequence of input sub-tensor blocks (which
form a batch) and the partial multiplication results are reduced into
a single accumulator/output sub-tensor block. Our new kernel is
flexible enough to accommodate coarse-grained and fine-grained
operations that arise in DL workloads, whereas its semantics lend
themselves to various optimizations (e.g. load/store optimizations
of the result sub-tensor, prefetching of the sub-tensors to be multi-
plied). Also, since the kernel supports operations at fine granularity,
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fusion of subsequent operators on the output sub-blocks is inher-
ently efficient. The blue line in Figure 1 shows the performance
of the convolution primitive that leverages our new batch-reduce
GEMM kernel achieving average efficiency of 83%, and outperforms
even the ad hoc, vendor-optimized kernel.

Having a single kernel as basic building-block is transformative:
by implementing and optimizing this single kernel for a given
architecture, the development of DL primitives degenerates to mere
loop tuning around this kernel. Essentially our approach with a
single kernel addresses the issue of combinatorial explosion of low-
level optimization work that is required for each pair <architecture,
DL primitive>. Instead, for each architecture we need to optimize
at low-level only one kernel for all DL primitives.

Furthermore, having a single, highly efficient building-block
enables efficient usage of tensor compiler frameworks. Such frame-
works embrace tensors as first class citizens, and provide specific op-
timization techniques targeting tensor algebra programs. Since DL
primitives are inherently tensor algebra programs, there is a large
amount of ongoing research that leverages specialized tensor com-
pilers for DL workload development (e.g. TVM [19], GLOW [20],
PlaidML [21], MLIR [22]). However, compilers struggle to optimize
small GEMM-flavored loop nests that arise in tensor programs [23].
Our kernel is optimized for the nuances of the architecture at hand,
and serves tensor compilers a robust building block that can be
used during the polyhedral optimization phase of general loop
nests [21, 24].

To illustrate the viability and generality of our methodology with
a single kernel, we develop DL primitives which target training and
inference of RNN/LSTM, CNN and MLP workloads in ∼3,000 lines
of high-level C code. Our primitives outperform vendor-optimized
libraries on CPUs. We also provide proof-of-concept design with
a tensor compiler framework by showcasing efficient CNN imple-
mentation in TVM that leverages our batch-reduce GEMM kernel.
Additionally, our methodology provides a pathway for performance
portability; we present exemplary, high-performance CNN kernels
on integrated GPUs. The main contributions of this poster are:
• The introduction of the batch-reduce GEMM kernel along with

its efficient implementation.
• The design and implementation of multi-threaded, high per-

formance DL primitives covering RNN/LSTM, CNN and MLP
inference and training algorithms with batch-reduce GEMM
kernel being the basic building block. We need to optimize at
low-level only this kernel for all DL primitives.

• A detailed performance comparison of our DL primitives with
state-of-the-art vendor-optimized libraries.

• CNN proof-of-concept results on integrated GPUs and CNN ker-
nels within TVM that leverage the batch-reduce GEMM kernel.

2 THE BATCH-REDUCE GEMM KERNEL
In this section, we describe the design and implementation of the
new batch-reduce GEMM kernel which comprises the cornerstone
of our deep learning primitives. The functionality of the new kernel
materializes the operation:

Cj = β ·Cj + α
N−1∑
i=0

Ai · Bi

Algorithm 1 The batch-reduce GEMM kernel

Inputs:Ai ∈ IRm×k ,Bi ∈ IRk×ni = 0, ...,N -1,Cj ∈ IRm×n α, β ∈ IR
Output: Cj = β ·Cj + α

∑N−1
i=0 Ai · Bi

1: for in = 0 . . .n − 1 with step nb do
2: for im = 0 . . .m − 1 with step mb do
3: acc_regs← loadmb × nb Cj subblockim ,in
4: for i = 0 . . .N − 1 with step 1 do
5: for ik = 0 . . .k − 1 with step 1 do
6: ▷ Outer product GEMM microkernel
7: acc_regs += Ai subcolumnim ,ik × Bi subrowik ,in

8: Cj subblockim ,in ← acc_regs

In essence, this kernel multiplies the specified blocks Ai ∈ IRm×k

and Bi ∈ IRk×n and reduces the partial results to a blockCj ∈ IRm×n
of a tensorC . It is noteworthy that tensorsA and B can alias and also
the blocks Ai and Bi can reside in any position in the input tensors
A and B. The new batch-reduce GEMM kernel takes the following
arguments: (i) two arrays of pointers to the corresponding blocks
Ai and Bi to be multiplied, (ii) a pointer to the output blockCj , (iii)
the number N dictating the number of blocks to be multiplied and
(iv) the scaling parameters α and β .

In order to obtain a high performance implementation of the
batch-reduce GEMM kernel we build upon and extend the open
source LIBXSMM [23] library which leverages JIT techniques and
generates small GEMMS achieving close to peak performance. Al-
gorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the batch-reduce GEMM kernel.
Lines 1-2 block the computation of the resultCj inmb×nb subblocks.
Once such a subblock is loaded into the accumulation registers (line
3), we loop over all pairsAi , Bi (line 4) and we accumulate into the
loaded registers the products of the correspondingmb ×k subblocks
of Ai with the relevant k × nb subblocks of Bi (lines 5-7). In order
to calculate a partial product of anmb × k subblock of Ai with a
k × nb subblock of Bi , we follow an outer product formulation. In
particular, we multiply anmb × 1 column ofAi with a 1×nb row of
Bi (line 7) and we repeat the analogous outer product computation
for all k columns/rows of the Ai /Bi subblocks (line 5).

3 MAPPING BATCH-REDUCE GEMM TO DL
PRIMITIVES

In this work, we show how themost popular DL algorithms (RNN/L-
STM, CNN and MLP) can be formulated with batch-reduce GEMM
as basic building block. We demonstrate that our methodology out-
performs vendor-optimized, low-level DL primitives by factors up
to 1.4×. Moreover, we integrate our DL kernels into distributed
frameworks, and optimize end-to-end workflows for GNMT and
ResNet-50 training. Additionally, we highlight the architectural-
agnostic aspect of our methodology by matching the CNN kernel
performance of a vendor-provided library on integrated GPUs. Fi-
nally, we prototype CNN kernels in a tensor compiler framework by
harnessing our batch-reduce GEMM kernel, and match the perfor-
mance of auto-tuned inference TVM primitives. As future work, we
intend to experiment with Tensor compilers’ automatic polyhedral
optimization (e.g. [21, 24]).
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